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Abstract

In multi-core machines, applications execute in a complex-

co-execution environment in which the number of concur-

rently executing applications typically exceeds the number

of available cores. In order to fairly and e�ciently utilize

cores, modern operating systems (OS) such as Linux mi-

grate threads between cores during execution. Although

such thread migrations alleviate the problem of stalling and

load balancing yielding better core utilization, they also tend

to destroy data locality, resulting in fewer cache hits, TLB

hits, and thus performance loss for the group of applications

collectively. This problem is especially severe in embedded

servers which execute media and vision applications that

exhibit high data locality. On one hand, mitigating this prob-

lem across a group of applications based on OS only solution

is infeasible since OS treats applications as blackboxes and

has no knowledge of applications’ locality and other behav-

ior. On the other hand, to-date, compiler optimization have

focused on analysis, transformations and performance en-

hancement of applications in isolation ignoring the problem

of optimizing performance for applications as a group. This

is because of the infeasibility of global-compiler analysis

across applications as well as due to the dynamic nature of

inter-application interactions which is statically unknown.

To address this problem, we propose PinIt, a compiler-

directed methodology that analyzes applications individually

yet induces the operating system to mediate actions across

applications to minimize harmful migrations and maintain

locality. PinIt determines the regions of a program in which
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the process should be pinned onto a core so that adverse mi-

grations causing excessive cache and TLBmisses are avoided.

PinIt �rst calculates memory reuse density, a new measure

that quanti�es the reuses within code regions which may not

be migrated. Pin/unpin calls are then hoisted at the entry and

exits of the region which exhibit high values of reuse den-

sity. The paper presents new analyses and transformations

that optimize the placement of such calls. In an overloaded

environment compared to priority-cfs, PinIt speeds up high-

priority applications in Mediabench workloads by 1.16x and

2.12x and in vision-based workloads by 1.35x and 1.23x on

8cores and 16cores, respectively, with almost the same or

better throughput for low-priority applications.
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1 Introduction

Modern servers based on multi-core systems execute several

applications simultaneously. This is facilitated by the operat-

ing system (OS) that e�ciently schedules multiple processes

and manages shared resources. OS schedulers dynamically

determine both the CPU time and/or the core that should be

allocated to each workload component through time- and

space- multiplexing workloads on available cores. As a result,

workload threads are continuously dispatched on CPU cores,

preempted after a period of time, and potentially migrated to

another core on the same or a di�erent socket on modern

multi-core platforms. Such migrations are e�ected by the OS

to achieve load balancing (and thus, better utilization) for

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Interna-

tional License.
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gaining higher performance; However, such actions could

lead to the loss of a cached working set of a process resulting

in cache misses, TLB misses, memory stalls, and degraded

process performance [9, 13, 25]. This e�ect intensi�es when

processes are migrated by the OS to a processor on another

socket, which has its own low-level cache. In such cases,

when a migration occurs, multiple levels of the cache have to

be warmed up by transferring data from a socket to another

over the system interconnect. Such process migrations can

be especially problematic for embedded media servers which

execute applications involving multi-media and vision that

exhibit high data locality and reuse. Therefore, the OS entails

a tradeo� between moving a process around for better use of

computing resources in terms of their utilization and for the

purpose of load balancing vs. improving the cache e�ciency

of the process by leaving it where it is without migrating it

which could leave all its data intact in its cache undisturbed.

This tradeo� is a very common scenario, especially when

the number of executing applications exceeds the available

resources.

To maximize cache usage, applications have traditionally

been optimized in isolation by a compiler [1, 4, 5, 15]. How-

ever, because of shared resources and the tradeo� mentioned

above, modern applicationsmust be optimized as an ensemble

executing together; unfortunately, performing global com-

piler analysis across applications is not only infeasible but

is unrealistic due to lack of knowledge about the dynamic

concurrency of individual applications cache-heavy regions.

This work proposes a methodology that limits analysis to

individual applications yet induces the operating system to

mediate actions across applications that minimize harmful

migrations and maintain data locality in the cache. The prob-

lem of cache misses is well known to schedulers in OSes

such as Linux, which strive to maintain the natural a�n-

ity of processes in the execution queue. By scheduling a

process on the processor on which it had executed before,

the scheduler attempts to maintain cache a�nity. When OS

must perform migration for the purpose of load-balancing,

the process is scheduled onto a nearby free processor [24].

Such a migration to a nearby free processor will not a�ect

the performance if a process is executing in a program re-

gion with very few access to memory or one which exhibits

very little data locality. However, if that region is memory

intensive and the data locality/reuse is signi�cant, the e�ect

can be quite adverse [12]. To avoid the e�ects of migration,

hardware resources such as memory can be partitioned such

that certain workload components are always executed on

a dedicated CPU by pinning (processor a�nity). However,

pinning the workload components permanently to a given

core takes away the scheduling �exibility to load-balance in

an overloaded environment and thus, adversely a�ects the

aggregate performance of the workload. Therefore a solution

that pins a process to a core only in a region of heavy reuse

and also allows free process migrations otherwise, achieves

the best of both worlds.

We developed PinIt – a compiler-assisted technique, which

(1) automatically identi�es critical program regions with

high cache requirements and sensitivity, (2) instruments the

program around critical regions to generate pinit requests to

the underlying scheduler, and then (3) uses this information

to dynamically inform the underlying OS scheduler of poten-

tially harmful thread migrations which are then prevented.

The outcome is a scheduling framework that migrates pro-

cesses for resourcemanagement only when the cache locality

is not hurt due to migrations. In developing PinIt we make

the following technical contributions:

• A new metric Memory Reuse Density (MRD) that charac-

terizes cache a�nity/property of a program in terms of

its locality.

• Compiler transformation/optimization to insert/hoist PinIt

calls minimizing overhead – number of calls and avoiding

pinning of non-critical regions.

• Implement and evaluate PinIt framework and demonstrate

practical and e�ective scheduling of workloads utilizing

the above.

The utility of this work is pronounced for those work-

loads that exhibit heavy memory reuse and locality plays

a dominant role, prominent examples of which are media

and vision based applications. Media servers typically house

media applications serving thousands of users. Users stream

media content online and expect low latency. The stored

media must be decoded without causing jitters and delays

and hence decoders are on a critical path and must execute at

a higher priority. On the other hand, when the media content

is either uploaded by users or media enablers such as Net�ix,

the media can be encoded o�ine and hence media encoders

could be executed at a lower priority. Similarly, video and im-

ages frommany sources are typically streamed to a server for

analysis through computer vision applications with the ex-

pectation of low latency and high throughput from these ap-

plications and would be thus executed at higher priority. We

evaluated benchmarks from the mediabench and san-diego

vision suite (sd-vbs). For e�ective work consolidation, we

classify the jobs into high -and low -priority applications as

in [27]. We run these set of high- and low-priority processes

such that the total number of processes is more than the num-

ber of processors, which is necessary to exercise scheduling

scenarios e�ectively. Compared to low-priority processes,

which are limited to a set of encoders, high-priority pro-

cesses consist of a set of decoders and vision workloads that

are in the critical path. In such an overloaded environment,

compared to priority-CFS, PinIt speeds up high-priority ap-

plications in mediabench workloads by 1.16x and 2.12x and

in vision-based workloads by 1.35x and 1.23x on average

on 8cores and 16cores, respectively, while completing the

low-priority batch 23% faster on 16 cores in mediabench and

almost within the same time for other workloads.
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2 PinIt Framework

The Pinit framework is best described by the goals that can

be summarized as follows:

1. To identify application’s regions with large cache reuse

where scheduling actions involving process migration

can have the most adverse e�ects.

2. To determine the placement (hoisting) of pin/unpin

directives to the underlying scheduler such that in-

tervals within which an application remains pinned

to a core is minimised or conversely the scheduler’s

freedom to migrate applications for load balancing is

maximized. The secondary goal is to determine the

placement of pin/unpin calls such that their frequency

of scheduler interactions is minimized in order to mini-

mize the total overheads of the calls and the frequency

of the interruptions they may cause.

In order to meet these goals the framework must strive to

achieve the following three objectives.

Maximize reuse density. With respect to the �rst goal, the

sections of code that exhibit large data reuse typically are

those loops that can access the same line of memory multiple

times within a short span of execution; thus, the migration

of a process when executing such loops during such spans is

very harmful. Hence, for pinning to be most e�ective PinIt

must �nd those loops that exhibit high memory reuse. Thus,

one key goal of PinIt is to identify and maximize the density

of reuse (or the average reuse exhibited per statement). PinIt

achieves this by �nding loops with high reuse per instruction

and by splitting the loops if possible by removing statements

without memory reuse or dependencies. Section 4.2 gives

further details of loop splitting transformation.

Minimize runtime overheads. In order to preclude the

scheduler from migrating a process with high reuse den-

sity, our framework requests the OS scheduler that this loop

region be pinned. Since pin/unpin calls to the OS involve

overhead, they must be carefully hoisted. The pinning calls

should be ideally moved outside the outermost loop encom-

passing the pinned regions. In addition, if multiple pinned

regions are neighbors, these regions can be merged thus

removing unnecessary (intervening) pin/unpin calls.

Maintain scheduler �exibility. In our system, we avoid

pinning multiple processes to the same core to avoid cache

contention and core sharing which could lead to a slowdown.

Restricting only one process to a core also ensures that no

other core is starved when processes are waiting to run on a

busy core. Based on the above discussion, the overall �ow of

the above phases is pictured in Figure 1.

3 PinIt Analysis

We de�ne a few terms for developing the analysis necessary

for identifying the critical loops that should be pinned.

Input
Program

PinIt
Analysis

PinIt
Optimization

Output 
Program

PinIt
Library

Figure 1. Steps to minimal pinning in PinIt.

3.1 Memory Reuse Density

In order to determine regions with high memory reuse, PinIt

analyzes the dependency between the memory accesses of in-

structions. Consecutive accesses to the memory that was ac-

cessed earlier in the loop’s iteration space result in reuse. The

distance or number of loop iterations after which the mem-

ory was reused is the reuse distance which is also equal to the

dependence distance. We quantify memory reuse through

reuse distance. If the reuse distance between memory ac-

cesses is higher, then the penalty resulting from migration

in the middle of such accesses is higher since the number of

cache misses is equal to the reuse-distance of the accesses.

For example, if a process is migrated while executing a state-

ment, 0[8] = 0[8 − =], assuming the size of each element in

0 is equal to the cache-line size, the subsequent accesses to

0[8 − =] from iterations 8 to 8 + = result in = cache misses

assuming the migration takes place during the iteration 8 .

Thus, by considering the reuse distance, memory reuse (MR)

is calculated as follows:

"' = Σ
=
8=0A38 , (1)

where

A38 =

{

A4DB4_38BC0=24, if A4DB4_38BC0=24 > 0

1, otherwise
(2)

where the respective A4DB4_38BC0=24B are calculated with

respect to all other instructions in the loop and Memory

Reuse (MR) is the summation of these values over all memory

instructions in the loop. If the size of each element in 0 is not

equal to the cache-line size, then"' depends on the number

of elements that can be held in a cacheline which is equal to

#�;4<4=CB$;8=4 =
�02ℎ4;8=4(8I4

(8I4> 5 (0[8])
(3)

and each A38 is equal to

A38 =

{

⌈ A4DB4_38BC0=24
#�;4<4=CB$;8=4

⌉, if A4DB4_38BC0=24 > #�;4<4=CB$;8=4

1, otherwise

(4)

For example, if four elements of 0 can be held within a cache-

line, and if the A4DB4_38BC0=24 is �ve, the"' for the memory

accesses depends on two di�erent cachelines and similarly, if

only half an element of 0 can be held within a cacheline, then

for a A4DB4_38BC0=24 of 1, two cachelines must be accessed as

captured in Equation 4. For simplicity, all discussions below

assume the size of each element is equal to the size of the
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cacheline. Note that the instructions itself when migrated in-

curs a loss within the i-cache. Every new instruction accessed

within the loop incurs one i-cache miss because of migration.

If the body of the loop entails a large number of instructions

exceeding the i-cache capacity then the previously cached

instructions are evicted resulting in more i-cache-misses,

however, these are not due to migration and would have oc-

curred, regardless. Modern i-caches have signi�cant capacity

and smart prefetching policies which minimize e�ective i-

cache misses. Due to the above reasons, in this analysis we

do not include i-cache misses.

The total memory reuse, however, does not capture the

total cache penalties due to migration. In other words, loops

can have a large number of unique memory accesses that

can result in a higher total reuse across them but could still

exhibit very little individual reuse for a given access. Such

loops are classi�ed as streaming loops. Pinning such stream-

ing loops is not of much value because these hardly require

any cache misses upon process migration due to low individ-

ual array element reuse. This contrast is clearly explained

below in the following Fibonacci and summation examples.

1 for ( in t i = 0 ; i < N ; ++ i )

2 a [ i ] = a [ i −1] + a [ i − 2 ] ;

Listing 1. Fibonacci

1 for ( in t j = 0 ; j < M; ++ j )

2 for ( in t i = 0 ; i < M; ++ i )

3 b [ j ] = b [ j ] + b [ i ] ;

Listing 2. Summation

In Fibonacci (Listing 1), 0[8], 0[8 − 1], and 0[8 − 2] access

an individual array element only three times. If the process

is migrated while executing this loop (at iteration 8), two

array elements must be transferred between the caches for

access 0[8 − 2] and one element for access 0[8 − 1] (if the

loop was migrated between the execution of a[i-1] and a[i-

2])1, which hardly incurs any cost. However, in Summation

((Listing 2), 1 [8] leads to" accesses of each array element,

and every iteration touches" array elements. If this loop is

migrated, then in the worst case," cache elements must be

transferred. To account for the penalty during migration, we

de�ne "Unit Memory Reuse (UMR)," which is the memory

reuse generated by each unique access. i.e.

*"' =
"4<>A~_'4DB4 ("')

*=8@D4_0224BB4B
. (5)

Unit memory reuse (UMR) is (4 ∗ # )/# or 4 for Fibonacci

and (" ∗")/" or" for summation. We now co-relate the

migration penalty to the Unit Memory Reuse (UMR).

1The analysis is worst case analysis and considers migration could happen

at any and all points

In the absence of any optimization and for large elements

where the register allocation cannot be done across array el-

ements, the code produced for Fibonacci sequence generator

in Listing 1 will do the following:

1. Prefetch a in cache

2. Load 0[8 − 1] into a register

3. Load 0[8 − 2] into another register

4. Add the two

5. Store the result into 0[8]

Consider the above instruction sequence; migration dur-

ing the execution of a certain instruction could be worse

than others. Migration could occur at any point during the

above �ve steps. Worst case occurs if the migration takes

place at the beginning of the �rst step, then all four accesses

0, 0[8 − 1], 0[8 − 2], and 0[8] requires the memory to be trans-

ferred into the new cache. Migration at subsequent steps will

require one less access to the cache, i.e., migration at step 2,

step 3, step 4, and step 5 will require 3, 2, 1, and 1 new cache

access for completing the above steps. Also since this is a

streaming loop, as discussed before, the subsequent itera-

tions will require one new access for each of 0[8]. Assuming

that the migration occurs at each of the above steps, a total

of 11 misses occur during 4 migrations or on an average a

total of 2.5 cache misses could occur during each migration;

in other words, pinning this loop will save 2.5 misses on an

average. On the other hand, similar analysis for summation

code(Listing 2) shows a saving of" cache misses(migration

occurring after each reuse of 1 [ 9] in inner loop and there

are" such reuses). Thus, pinning the summation loop will

save " cache misses in the worst case and thus, pinning

summation loop will be advantageous over the Fibonacci

loop in case one has to make a choice in terms of pinning

decision on a given core.

Apart from memory reuse, another factor which plays a

critical role in terms of pinning one loop vs. the other relates

to the size of the loop bodies. The ratio of Unit Memory

Reuse (UMR) to the total number of instructions in the loop

body is de�ned asMemory Reuse Density (MRD) (Equation

6), and is a measure of the trade-o� between reuse and the

size of the regions that participates in the reuse. As indicated

earlier, for legal execution of loops, not only the statements

that directly participate in reuse must be encapsulated in

the same loop nest but also all the other statements that

exhibit the dependencies with rest to these must also be en-

capsulated in the same loop nest. Due to this reason, one

must account for the extra (dependency carrying) statements

that are included in the loop nest which is captured by the

MRD measure. Given the same UMD values, compared to

regions with larger loop bodies (and correspondingly lower

reuse densities), regions that smaller loop bodies (and the

ones exhibiting higher reuse densities) are more desirable

candidates for pinning since they are likely to place lesser
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restrictions on the scheduler �exibility (due to faster execu-

tion of smaller loop bodies). This motivates the calculation

of MRD as follow:

"'� =
*"'

8=BCAD2C8>=B
(6)

The following code excerpt will help illustrate the key

idea behind MRD.

1 void foo ( in t M, in t N)

2 {

3 . . .

4 for ( in t j = 0 ; j < M; j ++)

5 for ( in t i = j ; i < ( j +N) ; i ++)

6 {

7 A[ i ] = A[ i −1] + A[ i − 2 ] ;

8 B [ i ] = B[ i −3] + B[ i − 2 ] ;

9 C[ i ] = C[ i −5] + k ;

10 x = i + 2 + x ;

11 y = n + i + y ;

12 z = z +1 ;

13 m = m− − ;

14 k = i + k ;

15 }

16 . . .

17 }

Listing 3. Function foo()

Within the inner loop, the �rst statement has three memory

accesses in �[8], �[8 − 1], �[8 − 2]. The write to �[8] is read

in the next iteration as �[8 − 1] and the iteration after the

next in �[8 − 2]. From Equation 1, the memory reuse is 1 for

�[8 − 1] and 2 for�[8 − 2] for accessing an element accessed

by �[8]. The memory reuse of �[8 − 1] is 1 for accessing

an element accessed by �[8 − 2]. Again note that the reuse

between �[8 − 1] and �[8 − 2] is considered to account for a

migration between these accesses. The total MR from this

statement within the inner loop is # +# ∗ 2+# , where # is

the iterations of the inner loop. Hence, for the loop nest with

outer loop iterations" , theMR is"∗[#+2∗#+# ]. Similarly,

the second statement contributes " ∗ [3 ∗ # + 2 ∗ # + # ],

and the third statement adds" ∗ [5∗# ] to the total memory

reuse of the loop nest. In other words, the total memory reuse

MR of the loop nest is 15 ∗" ∗ # . This reuse is generated

by 3# unique accesses. Note that, the total accesses are still

3 ∗ # ∗" , that is 3# array elements accessed" times, but

unique accesses are only 3# . By substituting these accesses

in Equation 5, UMR is 15 ∗" ∗ # /3# = 5 ∗" ∗ # . The loop

contains ten instructions and by substituting the values in

Equation 6, we �nd memory-reuse density equal to 5 ∗"/10.

Examining the dependencies, one can notice that statements

10 through 13 can be moved out of the loop, reducing the

number of instructions to only 4 and improving MRD to

5 ∗"/4, such a loop with higher MRD will execute faster than

the original loop, will be pinned by the scheduler for a smaller

amount of time giving it more �exibility to perform better load

balancing across cores. MRD drives the loop optimizations

for this reasons as explained in section 4.2

4 PinIt Optimization

PinIt optimization focuses on determining the locationwhere

pin/unpin calls should be hoisted to reduce call overheads

and on transforming loops to maximize their memory reuse

density (MRD).

4.1 Call Hoisting

The pin (pin/unpin) calls are hoisted at the outermost loops.

Hoisting prevents repeated calling of pin/unpin functions

when present inside a loop. However, some of the pin/unpin

calls could still remain inside some inter-procedural-external

loops, that is, the call site is located inside the caller’s loop,

the pin/unpin calls being hoisted at the outermost loop level

of callee. With the use of call graphs, such external loops can

be determined, and pin/unpin calls can be moved outside

the external loop. Because the external loops can reside in

various �les such as header �les and libraries, hoisting is

accomplished after the entire program is linked. After cal-

culating the intra-procedure hoist point, the reuse analysis

is extended interprocedurally. The reuse density (MRD) is

recalculated at the inter-procedural hoist point to check if

the external loop nest has enough memory reuse to negate

the loss of scheduler �exibility. We calculate unit memory

reuse (UMR) and count the instructions along the path of

the external hoist point enclosing several procedural calls.

Using these values, we calculate the new MRD at the hoist

points. At runtime, the new MRD is checked against RDT

(reuse density threshold), a threshold that decides if a loop

should be pinned or not. RDT’s role is to avoid overpinning

of short loops and is explained in details in section 5.

Formally, let 5? be a function originally containing pin

calls and �? the set of instructions within 5? ; 5? is called by a

set of functions, � = {51, 52....5=}. �! , which calls 5? inside a

loop, is a subset of � ; that is, �! = {58 , 59 ....5<} ⊂ � , and �8 is

the set of instructions corresponding to the loop in 58 ∈ �! . If

"'� 5? is the reuse density of the pinned loop in 5? ,"'5? is

the memory reuse inside 5? , and"'!8 is the reuse in external

loop, !8 in 58 ∈ �! , the pin call must be hoisted outside the

loop if

"'5? +"'!8

�? + �8
> '�) . (7)

For functions in �/�! , in which the calls to the function 5?
are not inside a loop, the pin/unpin calls must surround the

call to 5? if

"'� 5? > '�) & �! ≠ ∅, (8)

where '�) is the "Reuse Density Threshold". The steps for

minimizing pinning and hoisting pin calls are summarized

in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Pinning Algorithm

1: procedure PinLoop

2: for each Outermost loop ! ∈ Function � :

3: #! ← Number of Iterations of !

4: Memory_Reuse("'!) =

5: Σ Memory_Reuse of Subloops(!)+ Σ(Memory_Reuse)

6: "'�! =
"'!

�=BCAD2C8>=B

7: Pin Loop L If"'�! > '�)

8: End for

9: procedure Hoisting

10: for each Pinned Loop ! ∈ Function � :

11: '4<>E4%8= ← �0;B4

12: * ← D1, D2, ..D= s.t each D8 calls �

13: for each D8 ∈ * :

14: if � is within Loop ;8 of D8 then

15: '4<>E4%8= ← )AD4

16: Recalculate MRD for ;8 with �

17: Hoist Pin Outside ;8

18: Pin Loop L If"'�! > '�)

19: End for

20: if '4<>E4%8= == )AD4 then

21: if "'�>5 F> '�) then

22: Hoist Pin outside non-Loop calls of � , D 9 ∈ *

23: Remove Pin calls from �

24: End for

Figure 2. hoisting outside external loops

As an illustration, Figure 2, the loop in function Foo() is

initially pinned at the pre-header and unpinned at the exit

blocks of the loop based on the intra-procedural analysis.

However, inter-procedurally, function Foo() is called in pro-

cedure Boo() and within a loop in Goo(). To prevent multiple

system call overhead, PinIt by using the information from

the call graph hoists the pin/unpin calls at points H3 and H4

in Goo and at points H1 H2 in Boo. At runtime, the loop is

pinned through these hoist points only if equations 8 and 7

are satis�ed. Note that in function Boo(), calls are hoisted

surrounding the call for Foo(), and in Goo(), the calls are

hoisted outside the loop.

4.2 Loop Transformation

Pinning a large loop with low memory reuse not only de-

creases the gain from pinning but also restricts the scheduler

from using resources e�ciently. To avoid this, we pin the

loop only if the reuse density is above a certain threshold.

Furthermore, to increase the MRD of a loop, we carry out

loop splitting, so that only dependent instructions containing

high memory reuse form one loop nest and the rest another.

4.3 Putting It Together

The compiler analysis shown in Figure 1 �rst calculates UMR

followed by MRD for each loop nest. The pin/unpin calls are

then hoisted inter-procedurally. After splitting any loop to

improve MRD, the framework determines a pin threshold as

discussed below. The pin call at runtime checks if the MRD

is greater than the threshold before pinning the loop.

5 Pin Threshold

To determine the reuse density threshold value that bene�ts

all the co-executing programs, we chose to cluster the MRD

values using kmeans. We �rst calculate the MRD values

for all the loop nests using pro�le data of the programs

to be co-executed. Note that such pro�les of applications

are commonly used for optimized execution in servers; the

pro�le data useful forMRD calculations involves loop bounds

which are functions of problem sizes (image sizes, resolution,

etc). We derive : means that lies within the range of MRD

value of di�erent loops of a program. We start with : = 1

and increment : till we �nd a mean MRD value that is within

the range of MRD values for the application. For example,

when : = 1, K-means could lead to a �rst mean such that

we might not have any loop in some benchmark with an

MRD value higher or equal to this �rst mean. We increment

: to �nd the second mean, if the mean is still greater than

the maximum MRD, we increment : and repeat until we

�nd a mean value that lies within the range of MRDs of the

applications. We use this mean value as the Reuse Density

Threshold for the application. Note that in many hosted

servers, especially embedded media servers, the group of

programs to be executed on the server is pre-determined

and �xed through con�guration �les. This forms a batch of

co-executing applications and is used for �nding RDT.

6 Pinit Runtime

In order that too many processes do not get pinned to the

same core and slow each other down (due to time multi-

plexing), we perform a runtime optimization. Pin calls are
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implemented using the cpu_schedseta�nty system call in a

shared library that maintains a shared bit-mask, a mask of

reserved processors in the system. Shared bit-mask tracks

the CPU cores to which processes are currently pinned; the

bit mask is set when a process is pinned to a respective CPU

core and is unset when no process is pinned to that core. The

library �rst invokes 64C_2?D system call which returns the

CPU mask on which the process is currently executing. PinIt

always attempts to pin a process where it is currently exe-

cuting to preserve its data locality and a�nity. The library

then checks if the corresponding CPU core in the shared

bit-mask is free for pinning. If the process can be pinned,

the mask bit is atomically set in the shared bit-mask and any

subsequent requests to the same CPU are denied. In case

the core is unavailable for pinning the process, the pin call

attempts to �nd a free core on the same socket following

the above process in order to preserve last level cached data

of the process. Unpin call works by resetting the CPU core

mask bit in shared bit-mask to allow other processes to claim

the core for pinning.

The shared library in the pinit framework consists of four

exposed functions–?8=8=8C, ?8=,D=?8=, 0=3?8=5 A44 . ?8=8=8C

is inserted at the entry block of themain function and?8=5 A44

is instrumented at all the exit blocks of the program.We track

the shared processors with the help of Bℎ< semantics pro-

vided by Linux and use the 2?D_B2ℎ43_B4C05 5 8=8C~ system

call to pin a process inside the pin function. The average

overhead of each call is in the order of few microseconds.

The applications were instrumented with passes written in

LLVM 3.8 and compiled with O3 optimization.

7 Experiments

7.1 Experimental Setup

Testbed: We used Linux OS running on two di�erent Intel

Xeon Processor machines, one with 8 cores and the other

with 16 cores with con�gurations as mentioned in Table 1 in

a carefully controlled environment. Speci�cally, to prevent

the e�ects from warmup, we cleared shared resources such

as the cache before every run and disabled hyper-threading.

In such an environment, the machine was overloaded by 50%,

that is, the number of processes scheduled was 1.5 times the

number of processors. Consequently, in 8 core machine we

ran 12 processes, and in 16 core machine we scheduled 24

processes for execution. Among the processes in the load,

100% processes was of high-priority and the rest overloaded

50% was of low-priority. In other words, 8 high-priority ap-

plications and 4 low-priority applications were scheduled

on 8 core machine, and 16 high-priority and 8 low-priority

applications were executed on 16 core machine.

Benchmarks: To demonstrate the usage of Pinit, we used

Mediabench II benchmark suite [19] and san-diego vision

based benchmark suite (sd-vbs) [26]. MediaBench and sd-vbs

represent real-world media and computer vision workloads

Table 1. Con�guration of experiment machines

Features 8 core 16 core

Core count 8 16

CPU Base frequency 2.40 GHz 2.2 GHz

CPU architecutre Nehalem SandyBridge

Sockets 2 2

Core/socket 4 8

L1 Cache 32 KB 32 KB

L2 Cache 256 KB 256 KB

LLC Cache 8 MB 20 MB

Linux kernel 4.5.0 4.5.0

very typical of embedded software. Such workloads are typi-

cally served near the edge via the fog compute servers that

play a critical part of IoT and Edge based infrastructure. Me-

diabench are large benchmarks with between 7602 to 35162

LOC (Lines of Code) and execution time ranging from 2 to 12

seconds with complex and multiple loops in each benchmark.

The seven sd-vbs benchmarks encompasses around 20 di�er-

ent kernels that form the core of vision processing including

some prominent full applications such as sift and stitch [23].

All the benchmarks are written in C/C++. The applications

were classi�ed into higher- and lower-priority applications.

As mentioned previously, media decoders are on the critical

path of Media Servers and demand higher-priority compared

to the media encoders. Hence for Mediabench, we use 12 dif-

ferent combinations of benchmarks from the set of decoders–

djpeg, h263dec, h264dec, and mpeg2decode– as high-priority

mixes along with all the encoders as low-priority set. With

sd-vbs as high-priority set, we used the same set of low-

priority applications consisting of encoders, that is, all the

experiments entailed the encoders in mediabench executing

simultaneously as low-priority set coupled with each Mix

shown in Table 2. Di�erent applications used have di�erent

characteristics in terms of the loops that are pinned and their

execution times. While we demonstrate the e�ectiveness of

PinIt on di�erent hetero-and-homogeneous mixes of Me-

diabench, we only consider homogeneous mixes of sd-vbs.

Di�erent mixes of the above applications allow us to stress

test the scheduling behavior of PinIt with di�erent overlaps

of pinned and non-pinned regions. In the homogeneous mix

in high-priority set, the pin phases of all the tasks overlap

thus pressurizing the demand of resources, while the hetero-

geneous mixes provide options for the scheduler to �exibly

migrate processes as necessary. Altogether these mixes of

such diverse applications push the scheduler to capture vari-

ous scenarios thus testing the robustness of PinIt.

7.2 Scheduler Setting and Experimental Goals

The process when pinned must be non-preemptive, other-

wise the cache of the pinned process will be polluted by
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Table 2. Mixes of high-priority applications in MediaBench

MixBench High Priority Set

Mix1 djpeg h263dec h264dec mpeg2decode

Mix2 h263dec h264dec mpeg2decode

Mix3 h264dec mpeg2decode

Mix4 mpeg2decode

Mix5 djpeg

Mix6 h263dec

Mix7 h264dec

Mix8 djpeg h263dec h264dec

Mix9 djpeg h263dec

Mix10 djpeg h264dec

Mix11 djpeg mpeg2decode

Mix12 h263dec mpeg2decode

the process that pre-empted the pinned process. The de-

fault CFS scheduler pre-empts pinned processes and is not

suited for PinIt. In the function call PinInit, the scheduling

for the high-priority applications is changed from CFS to

FIFO, which prohibits pre-emption of pinned process except

only when an IO operation is requested by the process. The

IO request can be very time consuming to skip the precious

cpu cycles. Only the high-priority applications are scheduled

non-preemptively. The low-priority applications are sched-

uled using the default CFS in PinIt. We compare PinIt against

priority CFS that di�erentiates the high- and low-priority

applications through nice values. The nice value was set

to -20 (highest) for high-priority applications and default

0 for low-priority applications. In the red-black tree based

run-queue of CFS, the nice value plays a part in selecting the

next application for execution. Lower the nice value, higher

the priority for an application to be picked up for execution.

7.3 Experimental Results

We demonstrate the speedups gained by PinIt over priority

CFS scheduler. Each overloaded batch of mix was run for 12

iterations with each framework – PinIt and priority CFS, to

collect various results of the applications in the batch. The

speedup reported in the �gures is normalized to that of the

priority CFS scheduler.

Table 3. Average Latency and batch throughput for

16threads(8threads) of PinIt normalized to priority CFS

Benchmark Suite Latency Throughput

Mediabench 45% (13%) 1.23x (1.01x)

sd-vbs 8% (19%) 0.98x(1x)

7.3.1 Mediabench. The average speedup of high-priority

applications in PinIt compared to CFS priority scheduling is

16% in 8 cores as shown in Figure 3a and 2.12x in 16 cores as

shown in Figure 3b. Although, the low-priority applications

in each framework were scheduled with default CFS sched-

uling mechanism, scheduling decisions for high-priority ap-

plications directly e�ect the completion time of low-priority

applications. For each framework, we also show the com-

pletion time of the batch normalized to that of the priority

CFS scheduling. In 8 cores, PinIt managed to complete the

batch as fast as priority CFS scheduling, and in 16 cores, the

ample time saved in completing the high-priority job was

used in completing the low-priority jobs improving overall

throughput by 23% as shown in Table 3. To demonstrate that

the increase in the overall throughput of the high-priority

applications is not at the expense of the latency of each ap-

plication, we calculate the average latency of applications in

terms of execution time for the high-priority mixes for each

framework. PinIt compared to priority-CFS was faster on

average by 13% on 8 cores and by 45% on 16 cores as shown

in Table 3.

We compare the system behavior when using PinIt versus

the priority CFS by reporting cache misses, page faults and

cpumigrations collected using Perf tool. PinIt relies on avoid-

ing dubious migrations than can lead to super�uous cache

misses as well as page faults. These three factors together

contribute to the speedup of the application. Migrations can

not only increase data misses but also can result in ine�-

cient use of cpu cycles. Cache misses and page faults directly

a�ect the execution of an application. In NUMA machines,

such as the ones used in our experiments, the cache-misses

because of migration from one NUMA node to another can

be more drastic than intra-NUMA node migration. In 8 cores,

for entire batch, on average , cache misses are reduced by

6% (Figure 4a) , page faults (minor and major together) are

decreased by 17.4%, and migrations are reduced by 55.6% in

PinIt. Also in 16 cores, for whole batch, on average, cache

misses are reduced by 25% (Figure 4b), page faults are re-

duced by 15%, and migrations are cut down by 63%.The stalls

in PinIt are almost the same as priority CFS.

7.3.2 sd-vbs. The average speedup of high-priority ones

in PinIt was 1.35 times that in priority CFS on 8 cores as

shown in Figure 5a, and 1.23 times on 16 cores as shown in

Figure 5b. On 8 and 16 cores, PinIt completed the batch as

fast as priority CFS as shown in Table 3. Latency wise, PinIt

compared to priority-CFS was faster on average by 19% on 8

cores and by 8% on 16 cores as shown in Table 3.

On 8 core, for the entire batch, on average , MPKI is not

reduced, however, PinIt memory reuse bene�ts manifests

as TLB hits which is reduced page faults (minor and major

included). Note that minor page faults indicate TLB misses.

On 8 cores page faults are decreased by 16.4% and migrations

are reduced by 23.3%. On 16 cores, page faults are reduced by

11% and migrations by 25%. Although in PinIt cache misses

do not show a considerable di�erence with priority CFS,

fewer migrations in PinIt compared to priority CFS avoid
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(a) 8 core (b) 16 core

Figure 3. Mediabench: speedup of high-priority applications normalized to priority CFS vs PinIt

(a) 8 core (b) 16 core

Figure 4. Mediabench: cache Misses (MPKI) in priority CFS vs PinIt

(a) 8 core (b) 16 core

Figure 5. sd-vbs: speedup of high-priority applications normalized to priority CFS vs PinIt

the unnecessary halting of a process, migrating to a new pro-

cessor, and resuming the process overheads thus achieving

speedup. The speedup achieved in sd-vbs can be attributed

to the reduction in page faults (TLB misses) and migrations.

7.4 Experimental Analysis

PinIt performance. PinIt improves the performance of the

applications by reducing all or some of the factors among

cache misses, page faults (TLB misses), and migrations. In

Mediabench, all three factors reduced thus improving perfor-

mance phenomenally, and in sd-vbs page-faults (TLB misses)

and migrations reduced.

Non-preemptive scheduling:Although PinIt bene�ts from

non-preemption, it outperforms non-preemptive scheduling

by as much as 28% in Mediabench and 26% in sd-vbs.

Non-preemptive a�nity: We observed that PinIt when

compared to complete non-preemptive a�nity fairs up to
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Figure 6. Average normalized speedup: Pinit extracts the

best of scheduler �exibility and processor a�nity

16% faster in Mediabench and 51% faster in sd-vbs. Few appli-

cations in Mediabench, however, gained higher bene�ts with

complete non-preemptive a�nity than pinning fewer areas

denoted by PinIt. We observed that PinIt missed gains mainly

from �le read operations that were pinned in complete non-

preemptive a�nity. Figure 6 compares PinIt with purely

non-preempitve scheduling and complete non-preemptive

a�nity. PinItextracts the bene�ts of scheduler �exibility and

processor a�nity as and when necessary, thus mostly per-

forming better than both just non-preemptive scheduling and

non-preemptive whole process pinning.

Fairness. The environment in which PinIt is used entails a

set of high-priority applications equal to the number of cores

and a low-priority set simultaneously executed as a batch.

Since each high-priority application is executed by a core in a

non-preemptive manner, no high-priority application starves

for processing time, and from the above results, we can safely

conjure that the low-priority job takes almost same time or

less to complete in PinIt as in priority CFS. The standard

deviation in the execution time is reduced in PinIt because of

reduced migrations due to pinning. That is, the repeatability

of the high priority applications is increased because random

behavior caused by non-deterministic migrations is reduced.

Loop Splitting: The hoisting optimization hoisted the pin

calls to inter-procedural outermost loops, thereafter Loop

Splitting pass did not �nd loops to split for all benchmarks

except djpeg. The di�erences in djpeg before and after loop

splitting is shown in Table 4. Note that djpeg has two pinned

loops and the MRD of one loop was increased with un-

changed number of pin calls.

Table 4. Djpeg before and after loop splitting optimization

Metric Before After

MRD 13.97 17.55

Speedup 17.9% 20.9%

8 Related Work

Bubble-up [18] generates a QOS versus memory pressure

sensitivity curve to co-locate two programs together. [17]

attempts to assign VCPU for entire time to a CPU based on

the history of execution. However, it does not dynamically

pin/unpin sections or regions of code. Autopin [14], an of-

�ine tool similar to valgrind, �nds the best thread-to-core

mapping through an o�ine iterative process. To overcome

disadvantages of o�ine pro�ling, authors of Bubble-up de-

veloped Bubble-�ux [27], in which low-priority processes are

simultaneously executed along with high-priority processes

only when QOS of high-priority processes do not drop. We

use a similar environment of a set of high- and low-priority

processes in our setup.

Thread tranquillizer [22] reduces the side-e�ects of pro-

cess migration via scheduling and memory allocation tech-

niques. [8] uses cache space isolation technique and [7] pro-

poses scheduling policies to reduce cache contention for

time constrained tasks executing on shared multi-core sys-

tems. [10] context-switches only when executing a region

that has minimal amount of state to be saved found through

live register analysis. [20] proposes compiler-assisted appli-

cation speci�c demand-paging for embedded systems with

�ash memory. [3] uses reuse distance analysis to inform the

processor about the cache in which the memory is likely

to be found. [16] schedules the process to the appropriate

processor, whose cache has the memory region by building

a cache map. Works in [6], [2], [21], [11] present loop opti-

mization techniques for improving data reuse by the loop

and are orthogonal to our work. We have demonstrated the

merits of our work in an overloaded environment, a set of

high- and low-priority processes executing together as in

Bubble-�ux [27]. None of the works to the best of our under-

standing in�uence the scheduling decisions of the operating

system scheduler non-intrusively towards processor a�nity

to minimize the harmful e�ects of process migration on la-

tency, which is critical for media applications executing on

embedded servers.

9 Conclusion

To achieve optimal pinning, PinIt o�ers a solution through

compiler analysis of memory reuse and carefully balancing

the sizes of the regions pinned by relying on a new metric

calledMemory Reuse Density (MRD) for deciding if the loops

must be pinned. In an overloaded environment, PinIt speeds

up high-priority applications in Mediabench workloads by

1.16x and 2.12x and in vision-based workloads by 1.35x and

1.23x on 8cores and 16 cores, respectively, on average while

completing the low-priority jobs in almost the same time as

priority-CFS thus demonstrating the optimization ofmultiple

programs as an ensemble as against in isolation without un-

dertaking infeasible inter-application analysis and without

modifying the OS.
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